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We report on modifications made to a Paul-type quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer and discuss
its application in infrared ion spectroscopy experiments. Main modifications involve optical access
to the trapped ions and hardware and software coupling to a variety of infrared laser sources at the
FELIX infrared free electron laser laboratory. In comparison to previously described infrared ion
spectroscopy experiments at the FELIX laboratory, we find significant improvements in efficiency and
sensitivity. Effects of the trapping conditions of the ions on the IR multiple photon dissociation spectra
are explored. Enhanced photo-dissociation is found at lower pressures in the ion trap. Spectra obtained
under reduced pressure conditions are found to more closely mimic those obtained in the high-vacuum
conditions of an Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer. A gas-mixing system
is described enabling the controlled addition of a secondary gas into helium buffer gas flowing into
the trap and allows for ion/molecule reactions in the trap. The electron transfer dissociation (ETD)
option of the mass spectrometer allows for IR structure characterization of ETD-generated peptide
dissociation products. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4964703]

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, infrared ion spectroscopy has developed to become a powerful method for the characterization of
molecular structure and conformation in ion chemistry and
mass spectrometry (MS). This characterization is based on
matching measured vibrational frequencies of ions trapped in
a mass spectrometer with reference spectra, either calculated
or measured for model compounds.1–8 Since infrared ion
spectroscopy requires an intense and tunable infrared source,
this technique has seen particularly widespread application at
infrared free electron laser (FEL) facilities,1,9–11 but also tabletop sources such as optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) are
in use in many labs.
Ion spectroscopy is an action technique, exploiting the
mass spectrometer as a very sensitive detector of ion fragmentation resulting from resonant infrared absorption. This
approach is used in place of measurement of the attenuation
of the incident light beam because the number densities of
mass/charge (m/z) selected ions are far too low to produce a
measurable decrease of light intensity. The mass spectrometer
thus serves as both the source of trapped ions and as the
highly sensitive detector in such experiments. A variety of
mass spectrometers has been used for these purposes, both
home built and modified commercial instruments that provide
optical access to trapped ions. Perhaps most notably, several
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass
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spectrometers7,9,12–14 have been employed for this purpose.
Both 3D15–21 and linear10,22–30 radio frequency (RF) traps
have been used as platforms for infrared action spectroscopy
experiments. Here, we report on hardware and software developments that allow for the coupling of an RF 3D ion trap mass
spectrometer [Bruker amaZon speed ETD] to the FELIX free
electron laser. This experiment offers significantly improved
efficiency and sensitivity over previously existing infrared
multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) experiments at FELIX.
The instrument described here is one of the first reported
examples of a mass spectrometer having electron transfer
dissociation31–33 (ETD) MS/MS capability coupled with
infrared lasers, thus allowing for the structural characterization
of ETD-generated peptide fragments by infrared ion spectroscopy.34 ETD takes advantage of the ability of radio frequency
(RF) traps to simultaneously store the multiply charged analyte
cation and a reagent anion, in this case the fluoranthene
radical anion,35 so as to induce fragmentation of the analyte
by electron transfer from the anion. However, despite the
fact that much attention has been paid to ETD MS/MS in
recent years, mechanistics of the process are still incompletely
understood.36–38 The experimental apparatus described here
provides the possibility of determining the structures of
ETD MS/MS dissociation products, thus giving valuable
information on the mechanisms by which they are formed.
The efficiency of IRMPD is highly dependent on the
characteristics of the light source and the conditions that
ions are trapped under. Relaxation of ions by collisional
cooling directly competes with excitation by multiple-photon
IR absorption, making the pressure of buffer gas in an RF-trap
a critical parameter. Here we compare the effect of buffer
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gas pressure on IRMPD efficiency and the resulting spectra
using both pulsed and continuous wave (cw) IR laser sources,
reporting observations in line with previous reports.16,39,40
A detailed analysis of operating conditions and an in-depth
description of the experimental apparatus are provided here.

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
Modified quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer
with optical access to trapped ions

Figure 1 presents a schematic of the 3D quadrupole ion
trap mass spectrometer discussed here. Ions are generated
in an electrospray ionization (ESI) source consisting of the
sprayer/nebulizer assembly and the spray chamber. Typically,
solutions of ∼10−6 mol/l are introduced at 120-180 µl/hr flow
rates aided by a pressurized nebulizing gas (N2). Additionally,
a heated drying gas flows against the direction of the ions
assisting desolvation and the removal of neutrals (typically,
180–220 ◦C, 4-5 l/min). The spray assembly is held at
ground potential and ions are focused onto the entrance of
a metal-coated glass capillary held 3-5 kV below the sprayer
and 200-500 V below the spray shield directly in front of
the capillary entrance (for positive ions). When near the
entrance to the capillary, ions are drawn into the capillary and
transported further on due to the pressure gradient between
the atmospheric pressure spray chamber and that of the first
pumping stage at the exit of the capillary. The exit side of
the capillary is also metal-coated and carries a potential of
approximately 100-200 V. Ions exit the capillary directly into
the first of two ion funnels. Their path from the capillary
is off axis to the exit of the funnel to avoid contamination
by neutrals at later stages in the mass spectrometer. The two
funnels are separated by an additional DC plate which provides
the possibility to accelerate the ions into the second funnel and
obtain in-source collision induced dissociation (CID). After
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the funnels, ions are transferred using a multipole guide and
finally pass through a gate and focusing lens assembly. Also,
in this region, reagent radical anions for ETD experiments
are extracted out of the chemical ionization (CI) source and
combined with already trapped multiply charged cations.
During the accumulation time of typically 0.05-50 ms,
ions enter the trap through the first end-cap electrode where
they are trapped by a radio-frequency field of 400-800 Vpp
at 781 kHz and cooled in 10−3 mbar helium. Ions are finally
scanned out of the trap onto a conversion dynode detector.
In ETD experiments, multiply charged cations are accumulated and mass isolated. Following this, a gate lens is
switched along the main axis of the ion path to pass the
ETD reagent anions from the CI source. Reagent anions
are then briefly accumulated and undergo ion/ion reactions
(here, typically for 50-300 ms) with the already trapped
ESI-generated ions. A product or fragment from the ion/ion
reaction can then be mass isolated in a subsequent MS/MS
stage and subjected to IRMPD in a final MS/MS window.
CID experiments proceed analogously; however, the ETD
reaction stage is replaced by a short (typically ∼40 ms)
fragmentation stage where ions are collisionally activated to
induce fragmentation.
Key modifications to the instrument providing optical
access to the ion cloud involve the introduction of a modified
ring electrode having two 3 mm holes centered in its top and
bottom. As well, IR transparent windows (normally KRS-5)
in the vacuum housing above the trap and two gold-coated
mirrors below the trap were added so that a laser beam can
pass through the trap, irradiating the ion population, and be
guided back out of the instrument onto a sensor measuring
the pulse energy, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 1. The
introduction of the holed ring electrode increases the total
area through which the helium buffer gas can escape the ion
trap by a factor of 2.4. This naturally requires a substantially
larger flow of helium into the trap to maintain the optimal

FIG. 1. The schematic of the quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer and electrospray ionization source, with modifications for optical access to the trapped ions
highlighted in the inset. The vacuum housing lid has been replaced with a small optical breadboard having two windows to pass the laser beam. The modified
ring electrode has a 3 mm hole in its top-center and bottom-center. Two mirror mounts have been installed to guide the beam back out of the vacuum housing.
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equilibrium pressure for standard operation. We note that
under these conditions, no reduction in the performance of the
trap in terms of ion isolation, fragmentation, and resolution
was observed to result from the introduction of the modified
ring electrode. The primary gas controller used to regulate
the helium flow into the trap, GCHe, consists of a closed
loop controlled proportional valve that adjusts the pressure
in front of a restriction to supply the required gas flows (low
SCCM range). It is backed by helium at 5 bars and can be
set between 0% and 100%, where zero is off and 100 is the
maximum flow giving high 10−3 mbar pressures in the trap.
After installation of the modified ring electrode, the optimized
value (for isolation, fragmentation, and mass resolution) was
found to be 78% (∼10−3 mbar).
IRMPD experiment

Figure 2 illustrates a typical MS sequence used during
a standard IRMPD experiment on an electrosprayed ion. The
black trace is the master trigger for the experiment, generated
by the laser system and synchronized with the optical pulse;
the MS sequence starts at one of these master trigger pulses.
The green trace is the energy of the laser pulse monitored on a
pyroelectric sensor after the beam exits from the trap. The pink
trace is the signal monitored on an internal output of the driving
circuit for the ion trap end caps and can be used to follow the
MS sequence: (I) ion accumulation, (II) ion isolation, (III) an
MS/MS window used for IRMPD, (IV) scanning ions out of
the trap, and (V) waiting time before the mass spectrometer
receives the next laser trigger and starts the next sequence. An
additional fragmentation window would be added before the
IRMPD window if the experiments were to involve CID or
ETD generated ions. The blue trace shows a trigger generated
by the mass spectrometer from the auxiliary interface during
a user designated MS/MS (IRMPD) window, which is used to
control a shutter in the optical beam path. As the total time
of the MS sequence (accumulation, isolation, and possible
MS/MS) before the IRMPD window varies, a delay generator
is used to introduce a time difference between the laser trigger
and the optical pulse to ensure that the laser pulses are centered
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in the IRMPD window and are not clipped at the beginning or
end of the shutter opening/closing. Note that in this example,
ions are irradiated with two laser pulses at a repetition rate
of 10 Hz and the entire MS sequence takes 300 ms, giving a
three-fold averaged IR data point in approximately 1 s and a
typical IRMPD spectrum over the full vibrational fingerprint
region in ∼10-20 min.
Synchronization is accomplished using software control
through an XML scripting interface47 in the standard Bruker
TrapControl program (unmodified) and an auxiliary interface
on the mass spectrometer for hardware control. The instrument
is set to start an averaged set of MS sequences only after
receiving a software trigger while each of the individual MS
sequences in the averaged set begins on a hardware trigger
(external laser trigger, black trace in Figure 2) received on the
instrument’s auxiliary interface. The software trigger is sent
to the trap by a home-written laser control program by saving
the XML file in a directory monitored by TrapControl. This
program sends the software trigger after each wavelength step
of the infrared laser, also providing the current wavelength
and pulse energy values to be saved with each averaged mass
spectrum (see supplementary material for script details).
For the experiment described here, FELIX produces
infrared radiation in the 600-1950 cm−1 region in the form
of 5-10 µs macropulses at 10 Hz which consist of a train
of 6 ps long micropulses spaced by 1 ns. The macropulses
are approximately 40-100 mJ/pulse and have a bandwidth of
∼0.4% of the center frequency.
Apart from the free electron laser, two additional tunable
infrared laser sources have been coupled to the ion trap
instrument as well as a fixed wavelength CO2 laser. A pulsed
Nd:YAG (InnoLas, Germany) pumped optical parametric
oscillator/amplifier13 (OPO/A) (LaserVision, USA) has been
implemented using an analogous synchronization scheme as
presented above for FELIX. The OPO generates 5-ns pulses
of 5-20 mJ at a 10 Hz repetition rate in the 2300–4000 cm−1
range with a bandwidth of approximately 3 cm−1. Additionally,
a 50 W cw ytterbium fiber laser (IPG Photonics) pumped cwOPO (Lockheed Martin, USA) has been used which delivers
up to 9 W in the 3100-4000 cm−1 range with a bandwidth

FIG. 2. Oscilloscope trace illustrating the synchronization of the MS-sequence with the laser pulse train. The pink trace is the voltage on the end caps and allows
one to visualize each part of the MS-sequence. The blue trace is a trigger generated by the instrument for a selected component of the MS-sequence—here shown
to control a shutter in the laser beam path, opening only during the time interval set as an IRMPD stage. The black trace is the master trigger (10 Hz) generated
by the laser and the mass spectrometer starts each MS-sequence only after receiving this trigger. The green trace is the laser optical pulse measured on a
detector after exiting the trap. Placement of the optical pulses within the MS-sequence is controlled by introducing a variable delay between the laser trigger
synchronizing the instrument and the optical pulse of the laser.
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of <6 cm−1. In this case, a fast galvo mirror at the exit
of the cw-OPO is directly gated using the trigger from the
mass spectrometer, which is kept in the “high” state for the
duration of the appropriate MS/MS stage. Beam paths for
the FEL and pulsed OPO enter the vacuum housing through
the IR-transparent window directly above the trap. The cwOPO beam path is aligned counter-propagating and enters the
vacuum housing through the mirror adjacent to the trap and
is then directed into the trap from the bottom. This setup
facilitates 2-color IR-IR experiments. Finally, a 35 W cwCO2 laser at a fixed wavelength of 10.6 µm (Universal Laser
Systems, USA) can be used for generating photodissociation
products via IRMPD41 instead of CID or ETD. In this case,
the laser is directly gated using the trigger from the mass
spectrometer, which is kept in the “high” state for the duration
of the appropriate MS/MS stage. The infrared spectrum of
the product ion can then be obtained in a second MS window
using the tunable FEL or OPO. Alternatively, the CO2 laser
can be used to enhance the on-resonance dissociation yield
while recording an infrared spectrum with the FEL or OPO
(in case the FEL/OPO energy is not sufficient to dissociate the
ions efficiently). In this scheme, the CO2 laser is synchronized
to the FEL or OPO and the ions are irradiated for 0.1-20 ms
with the CO2 laser directly after each FEL or OPO pulse.42,43
Resonant absorption of infrared radiation leads to an
increase in the internal energy of a molecular system, which is
followed by intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR),
leading to randomization of the absorbed energy over all
internal degrees of freedom. Typically, after the absorption
of, on the order of 10 to a hundred photons, the system
unimolecularly dissociates along the lowest energy pathway
and produces frequency-dependent fragment intensities in the
ion trap. Relating the parent and fragment ion intensities in the
observed mass spectral data generates an infrared vibrational
spectrum,

Ifrags
.
Yield = 
Iall ions
The yield at each IR point is obtained from 3 to 6 averaged
mass spectra and is corrected for variations in laser power
assuming a linear power dependence; the frequency is calibrated using a grating spectrometer (FELIX) or a wavemeter
(OPOs). The various IR beams are focused using gold-plated
spherical mirrors to give a beam waist of approximately
1.0-1.5 mm at the point of interaction with the ion cloud in the
trap. The cw-OPO beam is not focused. The precise focus and
alignment of the beams are routinely optimized for maximum
precursor ion dissociation.
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analysis script (see supplementary material for details of the
script).
Modifications for a secondary trap gas controller

To create the possibility for ion/molecule and clustering
reactions in the ion trap, a secondary trap gas controller, GC2,
of similar type as GCHe has been installed. GCHe was removed
from its direct connection to the trap on the main vacuum
housing and installed on a Swagelok T-connector where one
side was reconnected to the trap. On the remaining side of
the T-connector, a high speed 3-way solenoid valve (Parker
Series9) was installed with GC2 behind it. The third port of
the valve is connected to a turbo molecular pump. A trigger
pulse synchronizes the dosing of a reaction gas to the ion
trap acquisition cycle. In this setup, GC2 (also carrying values
from 0% to 100%) is supplying a constant flow of reaction
gas which is directed by the pulsed valve either into the waste
or into the primary helium flow. Pulse widths on the ≥5 ms
time scale are achievable, which is well below the values for
direct flow changes via the controller. This can be used to
add a reactant or clustering gas into the trap in a controlled
manner. Figure 3 demonstrates hydrogen/deuterium (H/D)
exchange of protonated phosphorylated tyrosine (m/z 262)
after the introduction of a relatively small amount of ND3 (5 ms
pulse, GC2 = 15%), illustrating the potential for ion/molecule
reactions in the trap.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ion trapping conditions—Effects on measured
IRMPD spectra

As most ion trap mass spectrometers, the AmaZon
platform employs a helium buffer gas pressure of typically
∼10−3 mbar to efficiently trap the ions and to collisionally
quench the ion cloud to the center of the trap. However, the
background pressure of He also has profound influence on the
efficiency of IR multiple-photon dissociation; the competition
between the IR excitation rate and the collisional de-excitation

Data analysis

At each time step during acquisition, the time, IR
wavelength, laser pulse energy, and the mass spectrum are
recorded together. Analysis of the Bruker .d format data files
is accomplished using the DataAnalysis program. Here the
various extracted ion intensities over all steps, representing the
spectral response of each m/z channel, are generated, yields
are calculated, and together with the laser wavelength and
pulse energy values are directly written to a .csv file using an

FIG. 3. Mass spectrum showing H/D exchange of protonated phosphotyrosine (m/z 262) using ND3 as a reagent. ND3 was introduced into the trap
using a secondary gas controller, GC2, as described in the text.
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rate determines the final internal energy distribution that is
reached after irradiation and from there the unimolecular
dissociation rate. The fact that the instantaneous laser power is
much higher from a pulsed-laser than from a cw-laser source
strongly influences the competition between excitation and deexcitation rates, leading to substantial differences in IRMPD
efficiencies when using either pulsed or cw-laser sources in
traps with finite gas pressures.44
Figure 4(I) presents the total ion count observed as a
function of the gas pressure (expressed as a percentile setting
of the gas controller GCHe), clearly showing the rationale
for using a He background pressure in these type of mass
spectrometers. The curve in Figure 4(I) is in fact the sum of all
ions during an IRMPD experiment presented in Figure 4(II),
which shows the individual contributions of the precursor and
several IR induced fragment ions. Longer ion accumulation
times (∼50 ms) are used at the lowest GCHe settings and shorter
(0.1 ms) at higher GCHe settings. Figure 4(II) clearly illustrates
how heating by IR multiple-photon excitation competes with
collisional cooling at increasing buffer gas pressures, to the
extent where the system is hardly able to reach the dissociation
threshold at the highest settings of GCHe;39,45 normalized ion
intensities of protonated tryptophan (m/z 205) and its two

FIG. 4. Panel (I), the sum of all ion intensities (normalized for accumulation
time) as a function of helium in the trap (GCHe(%)) for IRMPD photodissociation measurements of protonated tryptophan (m/z 205), panel (II). Note
that while nearly two orders of magnitude are lost in signal intensity when
helium is not used to cool ions entering the trap, more than sufficient signal
remains for IRMPD spectroscopy measurements. Panel (II), the normalized
ion signals and dissociation yield as a function of the pressure of helium in
the trap for photodissociation measurements of protonated tryptophan (m/z
205).
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dominant IRMPD fragment ions (m/z 146 is a sequential
photo-fragment from m/z 188) using a cw-OPO source at
3550 cm−1 for 10 ms irradiation are shown as a function of
buffer gas pressure. The IRMPD yield decreases from ∼0.93 at
low pressure conditions (∼10−5 mbar), when GCHe is disabled,
to ∼0.25 under slightly higher than typical operating pressures
(∼10−3 mbar) when the GCHe is operating at the maximum flow
rate. Additionally, sequential photo-fragmentation of the m/z
188 fragment ion to the m/z 146 fragment ion is completely
suppressed at settings above 75% (∼the optimal setting for
normal MS operation).
Figure 5 presents the IRMPD spectra of protonated
tryptophan measured in the AmaZon quadrupole ion trap
using a pulsed-OPO, in panel (I) normal operating conditions
(GCHe—78%) with four IR laser pulses, in panel (II) low
pressure conditions (GCHe—disabled, 0%) with four laser
pulses, in panel (III) reduced pressure conditions (GCHe—
20%) with ten laser pulses, and finally in panel (IV) an
analogous measurement using an FT-ICR MS under high
vacuum conditions (∼10−8 mbar) and 45 laser pulses (chosen
to obtain similar dissociation yields).46 Inlaid mass spectra
show the relative intensities of the precursor and fragment ions
at 3550 cm−1. Comparison of panels (I) and (II) shows the
enhanced dissociation under low pressure conditions where
the yield on all bands increases; however, this is accompanied
by a substantial decrease in the signal to noise ratio due to
the significantly decreased overall ion count. In panel (II), the
lower pressure conditions presumably reduce the de-excitation
rate and sequential photo-fragmentation of m/z 188 to m/z
146 is observed extensively, as shown by the inlayed mass
spectra. In comparison to the spectrum in panel (I), panel
(II) is much closer to the spectrum measured in an FT-ICR
MS (with background pressures in the 10−8 mbar range)
shown in panel (IV). Reducing the pressure hence generates
a more similar spectrum; however, intensities of the lower
wavenumber bands (around 3100 cm−1) are still lower in
relative intensity to those around 3500 and 3550 cm−1 in the
spectra measured in the ion trap. In panel (III), the pressure
is only somewhat lowered (GCHe—20%) and 10 laser pulses
are used. These settings are found to give some enhancement
in IR dissociation, while maintaining a favorable signal to
noise ratio and low background, while also giving a close
match to the spectrum measured on the FT-ICR MS in panel
(IV).45 The number of laser pulses and the setting of the GCHe,
thus allows tuning of the balance between IR-excitation and
collisional de-excitation.
Collisional quenching at higher pressures reducing the
IRMPD efficiency can take drastic forms in species with higher
dissociation thresholds. In Figure 6, the IRMPD spectrum
of deprotonated para-coumaric acid (PCA) is displayed,
focusing on the OH stretch band at 3590 cm−1. Spectra
are recorded as a function of the setting GCHe for 0%
(disabled), 5%, 20%, and 78%. In contrast to protonated
tryptophan discussed above, which is readily dissociated
even with the relatively low energy of the pulsed-OPO/A
(<20 mJ), the dissociation threshold of deprotonated PCA is
significantly higher and negligible fragmentation is observed
under standard operating pressures in the trap (see curve
marked “78” in Figure 6). In this case, reducing the GCHe
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FIG. 6. IRMPD spectrum of the phenoxide isomer of deprotonated paracoumaric acid (PCA, m/z 163) using a pulsed-OPO and different pressures
in the ion trap (GCHe = 0%, 5%, 20%, and 78%, where the latter setting is
the standard setting of the MS). The IRMPD spectra of PCA recorded in
an FT-ICR MS (including the fingerprint region) can be found in the literature.42 The OPO pulse energy used for these experiments is approximately
15 mJ/pulse.

Effect of trapping pressure and laser power using
a continuous-wave laser source

FIG. 5. IRMPD spectra of protonated tryptophan (m/z 205) in the 3-µm
region measured using a pulsed-OPO. Comparison of spectra using different
helium settings in the quadrupole ion trap and reference spectrum obtained on
the FT-ICR MS in our laboratory, which operates at a lower pressure in the
10−8 mbar range, shows the balance between IR-excitation and collisional
de-excitation. The insets show the mass spectra recorded at a frequency of
3553 cm−1.

operating parameter from 78% to 0% results in a nearly 10
times enhancement of the dissociation yield (along with a
reduced overall ion count) and an approximate doubling of
the signal/noise ratio.

Figure 7 presents plots of normalized ion intensity and
fragmentation yield as a function of irradiation time for
different GCHe settings (left—0% to right—78%) and different
cw-OPO laser powers (top—5.4 W, to bottom—1.35 W) for
protonated tryptophan at 3553 cm−1. Comparing panels (I)
and (III), we observe very similar behavior, an initial rise
in the m/z 188 fragment followed by its decay and a rise
in its photo-fragment at m/z 146. This leads eventually to
complete conversion of all ion intensity to the m/z 146 product
at ∼50 ms with 5.4 W (panel (I)) and at ∼200 ms with
1.35 W (panel (III)), corresponding directly to the factor
of four decrease in laser power. Comparing panels (I) and
(II), we again see similar behavior; however, under normal
helium flow conditions (panel (II)), 50% conversion of m/z
188 to m/z 146 is achieved only after 100 ms, whereas this
is achieved under low-pressure conditions (panel (I)) in as
little as 15 ms, approximately seven times faster. Notice that
complete depletion of the m/z 205 precursor ion is achieved
in ∼20 ms in panel (I), indicating that all ions in the trap
interact with the beam within this time period and once
again demonstrates the excellent overlap of the ions with the
beam, even without an elevated helium pressure in the trap.
Comparison of panel (II) with (IV) demonstrates enhanced
suppression of dissociation resulting from reduction of the
laser power. In panel (II) with 5.4 W of IR power, the m/z
205 precursor and m/z 188 primary fragment cross over at
approximately ∼15 ms, while for 1.35 W, they cross over at
∼350 ms, approximately 20 times longer. Under the conditions
of higher pressure and reduced laser power (panel (IV)),
formation of the secondary product is not observed, even at the
longest irradiation times, indicative of a threshold behavior in
the competition between IR heating and collisional cooling.
ETD/IRMPD

Figure 8 presents the infrared spectrum measured for
the z2+ radical sequence ion from the doubly protonated
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FIG. 7. Normalized ion intensities and dissociation yield of protonated tryptophan (m/z 205) under two different background pressures in the ion trap and two
different laser powers of a cw-OPO source on resonance at 3553 cm−1.

AAHAR peptide by ETD,34 measured in the 1000-1900 cm−1
fingerprint region with FELIX and in the 2800-3700 cm−1
region using the pulsed-OPO described above. The fingerprint
region spectrum was measured using two laser pulses and 5 dB
attenuation (10-20 mJ/pulse) of the FEL beam and the 3-µm
region was measured using 4 OPO laser pulses (∼15 mJ/pulse
between 3200 and 3700 cm−1, ∼10 mJ/pulse between 2800
and 3200 cm−1). Sharp bands are observed corresponding to
the O—H and N—H stretches in the 3300-3600 cm−1 region
as well as a broad feature of overlapping C—H stretches just
below 3000 cm−1. The band just below 1800 cm−1 is indicative
of a non-hydrogen bonded carboxyl C==O. An analysis of the
spectrum providing a structural characterization of this as well
as other z-type sequence ions is published separately.34 While
the ETD reaction undoubtedly results in a significant reduction

(often approximately two orders of magnitude) in intensity
going from precursor to fragment ions, IRMPD experiments
on ETD-generated fragments are nevertheless possible with
even moderate precursor ion intensities (above ∼106 counts).
We note here that approximately complete depletion of
the ion population is possible using a single FEL macropulse
having an optical pulse duration of ∼5 µs, indicating nearly
complete overlap of the ion cloud with the IR beam. Although,
a single laser pulse often provides sufficient dissociation
yields, in most cases, multiple 2-4 pulses (at attenuated power)
are used to average out pulse to pulse fluctuations in laser
power. It should also be noted that due to the favorable pulse
structure of the FEL, the buffer gas in the trap can normally be
maintained at typical operating values (GCHe = 78%) and is
only reduced in rare cases with systems having very high

FIG. 8. IRMPD spectrum of the ETD-generated z2+ fragment from the doubly protonated peptide [AAHAR+2H+]2+, recorded with FELIX in the fingerprint
region and with a pulsed-OPO in the 3-µm region.34
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dissociation thresholds. Measurements in the 3-µm range
using the pulsed-OPO typically use 2-20 laser pulses.
CONCLUSIONS

We describe the implementation and optimization of
a new IRMPD spectroscopy experiment based on a modified quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer at the FELIX
Laboratory. A favorable interaction between the IR beam
and ion cloud is found for the purpose of recording IR ion
spectra. Typically, optimal IRMPD yields are obtained using
a small number (1-4) of FEL pulses, or 2-20 pulses of a
LaserVision OPO; using a cw-OPO, irradiation for 5-1000 ms
induces sufficient fragmentation for ion spectroscopy purposes. Reducing the buffer gas pressure in the trap is found to
provide dramatically enhanced dissociation yields, especially
in the cases when an ion has a relatively high dissociation
threshold, with a continuous-wave IR source, or under lower
power conditions. Furthermore, with the MS/MS capabilities
of the ion trap MS, we show that it is among other things, now
possible to record spectra for product ions generated by H/D
exchange or by ETD of multiply protonated peptides, which
in combination with quantum-chemical calculations will form
a strong asset in their structural characterization.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Examples of scripts used for managing the interfacing
and synchronization of the mass spectrometer with a laser
system as well as for data analysis are available in the online
supplementary material.
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